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This issue marks a transition and a changing of the guard
for Computational and Mathematical Methods in Medicine
(CMMM). It is with some nostalgia that we look back
on our long and illustrious association with Taylor and
Francis; however, at the same time we look to the future
with optimism and hope as Hindawi takes the helm and
converts CMMM to the community-based, open access
model that they have so successfully championed. The
HindawiPublishingCorporationisoneofthefastestgrowing
academic publishers worldwide with over 200 academic
journals in their portfolio and a commitment to the highest
levels of peer review and excellence.
Reﬂecting on the genesis and evolution of CMMM,
it is clear that Brian Sleeman, the founding Editor-in-
Chief, showed great foresight in creating a journal that
brought together the disparate disciplines of mathematics
and medicine and that continues to play a major role in
the development of mathematical medicine. He worked
passionately to develop and promote the journal through
some diﬃcult times, with the insight and courage to bring
together both biomedical/clinical scientists and mathemati-
cal scientists onto a single editorial board (a practice that has
become more commonplace in subsequent journals in the
ﬁeld). The success that the journal has enjoyed thus far is a
clear testament to his hard work, dedication, and vision.
The journal has continued to provide a unique forum
for the dissemination of interdisciplinary research resulting
from collaborations between clinicians/experimentalists and
theoreticians. CMMM has also continued to evolve rapidly,
reﬂecting the increased focus on systems and interdisci-
plinarycollaborativeeﬀortsacrossthebreadthofbiomedical,
clinical, and translational research areas. The past year also
saw the result of much hard work, with the inclusion of
the journal in PubMed/Medline and the Science Citation
Index Expanded. This was a great development for the
journal since it not only has had an enormous impact on
the general awareness and proﬁle of the journal but has
also resulted in increased submissions and downloads from
the journal website over the past year. It has been exciting
and rewarding to see the journal develop and evolve in this
manner, and we look forward to increased success following
this higher proﬁle.
The future looks extremely bright for the ﬁeld of
mathematical medicine as it emerges from its period of
infancy and takes its place as a legitimate and central ﬁeld
of research and enquiry. Our sincere hope and wish is that
CMMM continues from strength to strength and fulﬁlls its
role and promise as envisioned originally by its founding
editor.
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